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Abstract
The purpose of this design project is to design, build, and test an RV sewer hose
compactor device that can be used by the project sponsor and marketed to other RV owners. The
goal of the RV sewer hose compactor device is to mechanically compress an RV sewer hose
from its fully extended length to its fully compressed and storable state. Since a prototype device
has already been developed, this project will aim to improve the prototype design to make it
smaller, quicker, quieter, and more durable. Additionally, we improved the device to make it
more user friendly and have better performance. The project introduction, research, and
objectives included in this document define the requirements of this project and the approach
taken to fulfill them. The concept design section illustrates the process taken to refine and select
a final design and presents the chosen design direction. There is a final design section which
describes the structural prototype design. The manufacturing section outlines how we built the
structural prototype. The design verification section illustrates our testing of the structural
prototype.
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1. Introduction
RV sewer hoses are used to dispose of fluid waste from an RV. The types of fluids that
RV sewer hoses transport are known as blackwater and graywater. Essentially blackwater is
wastewater from the toilet, and graywater is wastewater from the sinks and showers. To remove
this fluid waste using an RV sewer hose, one end of the hose is attached to a waste fitting on the
RV while the other end is attached to a dump station waste fitting. The blackwater and graywater
are then flushed through the hose and into the dumping station. The problem this project is
addressing has to do with the packing and storing of an RV sewer hose.
Mr. Boutros is an RV owner as well as the sponsor for this project. He has found that
after going on RV trips where the RV sewer hose is left fully extended for a long period of time,
the RV sewer hose becomes physically difficult and time consuming to compact into its fully
compressed and storable state. This has led him to search for a mechanical solution that could
compact his RV sewer hose without having to spend considerable energy and time.
The objective of this project is to develop a mechanical device that can efficiently
compress an RV sewer hose after extended use. Mr. Boutros has already commissioned a
prototype for his idea, which is battery powered and utilizes a diaphragm pump that creates a
vacuum to fully compress the RV sewer hose. The current prototype has been improved by us so
that it is more durable, smaller, quicker, quieter, and rechargeable. These changes in the device
will greatly improve its design so that the device has better performance, is easier to use, and will
ultimately be marketable.
David Bourgoin and Arturo Ruiz, who are both senior mechanical engineering students at
Cal Poly San Luis Obispo, comprise the team that is working on this project.
This final design review document contains background information about the
components considered for this device such as, electrical pumps, batteries, and housing material.
Additionally, this document includes the project objectives, project management plan, and
documents such as a QFD and Gantt chart that will aid in the design and planning for this
project. There is also a concept design section which explains the design ideation as well as
design refinement and selection in detail. Next, there is a final design section which covers the
structural prototype design, project cost, and safety/maintenance concerns. Also, there is a
manufacturing section which addresses how we obtained materials and components, and how the
structural prototype was assembled. Lastly, the design verification section covers our testing of
the structural prototype and verifying that it meets our design criteria.

2. Background
During the preliminary stages of the senior project, the project sponsor, Mr. Boutros,
presented the RV sewer hose project. The presentation gave a brief introduction of the problem
being faced as well as the current prototype/solution being used. Following this, a few video
conferences were held with Mr. Boutros, to define the problem statement and the goals of the
project. During these video conferences Mr. Boutros was asked about his wants and needs for the
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project, the RV sewer hose storage procedure, and other relevant details. From these discussions
a list of needs and wants was developed, which included decreasing the device size, decreasing
the time to compress the RV sewer hose, decreasing the operating noise, decreasing the amount
of batteries required, adding an external battery holder, and protecting the fragile protruding
inlet. Additionally, the RV sewer hose storage procedure and other relevant details were
discussed to clarify the conditions that the device will be operating under. For example, it was
explained that when the device begins operation there will likely be leftover graywater still in the
sewer hose that must be taken into consideration. Once these needs and wants were defined,
research was conducted to understand and improve the design of the RV sewer hose compactor
(Coil Quick) device.
In order to gain insight and ideas for the design of the Coil Quick device, competing
products were examined. Surprisingly, there are no direct competitors to an RV sewer hose
compactor device currently on the market. However, it was determined that mattress pumps were
the closest existing product in both function and design. Because of this, research was conducted
on mattress pumps to learn from and build upon their design. To read about the findings from the
mattress pump research please refer to section 2.3 below. Since mattress pumps are not directly
competing with the Coil Quick device, the purpose of this research was to gain understanding of
the processes that they employ and learn from their design so that similar principles can be used
for the design of the RV sewer hose compactor device.
Since there weren’t many similar products to the RV sewer hose compactor device, the
bulk of the research was about components that were considered for the design of the Coil Quick
device. In general, the components that make up the RV sewer hose compactor device design are
the pump, battery, filter, and device housing. During the research process, the two main pump
types that were examined were centrifugal and diaphragm pumps. It was determined that
diaphragm pumps were a better fit for the Coil Quick device because of their unique
characteristics. For a more detailed explanation of these findings please refer to section 2.1
below. During the sponsor meetings, Mr. Boutros expressed his desire for the Coil Quick device
to be rechargeable. Because of this, both rechargeable and disposable batteries were researched
to determine which type was best suited for the Coil Quick device. For a more detailed
explanation of these findings please refer to section 2.2 below. Lastly, three different
thermoplastics, ABS, PLA, and PP, were researched to figure out which should be used as the
housing material for the Coil Quick device. For a more detailed description of the thermoplastic
research, please refer to section 2.4 below.

2.1 Diaphragm Pump Research
The current prototype for the RV sewer hose compactor device utilizes a diaphragm
pump to create a pressure drop that draws fluid from the sewer hose and into the pump. This
evacuation of air from the sewer hose creates a vacuum and retracts the hose to its fully
compressed state. Diaphragm pumps operate through positive displacement, meaning that as its
chambers volume increases, the pressure within that chamber decreases, ultimately drawing fluid
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in. Most diaphragm pumps, including the one used in the prototype, have two internal chambers
with alternatively increasing and decreasing volumes. When one chamber experiences an
increase in volume, the other chamber experiences a decrease in volume. As noted before, an
increase in chamber volume lowers the pressure and draws fluid into the pump. Conversely, a
decrease in chamber volume increases the pressure and forces fluid out of the pump. This
principle allows diaphragm pumps to suck fluid into the inlet of the pump, while pushing fluid
out of the outlet of the pump. Diaphragm pumps get their name from the rubber or Teflon
diaphragm that flexes inwards and outwards, causing the positive displacement that allows the
pump to operate. This operation is similar to the process of human breathing, giving the
diaphragm pump its name [1].
Diaphragm pumps seem to be the ideal pump type for the RV sewer hose compactor
device because of their characteristics. Some of these characteristics include being exceptionally
resistant to corrosive fluids, having fluids run separate from sensitive internal parts, and being
dry pumps that require very little maintenance [2]. Since the RV sewer hose compactor device
will be working with leftover blackwater, having a pump that is resistant to toxic and viscous
fluids is extremely important. Additionally, to be as user friendly as possible, the pump should
require little to no maintenance.
The pump being used in the prototype is a small 92x38x62 mm diaphragm pump that
requires a 12-volt battery to operate. The diaphragm membrane is made of EPDM rubber which
is long lasting and resistant to corrosive fluids. During testing, it was observed that the
diaphragm pump provides enough pressure difference to contract the sewer hose to its fully
compressed state. However, the diaphragm pump is noisy during operation and not energy
efficient. Because of this, a different model of diaphragm pump will most likely be pursued to
improve the design of the Coil Quick device and fulfill the sponsor wants and needs.

Figure 1. 12 V Diaphragm Pump
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2.2 Battery Research
When it comes to the type of battery that will be used for the Coil Quick device, the main
question is whether to use disposable or rechargeable batteries. To answer this question, the pros
and cons as well as the practicality and necessity of each were considered.
The two most common types of disposable batteries are alkaline and lithium batteries.
Alkaline batteries are commonly used in household appliances and are probably the most
familiar out of the two battery types. Alkaline batteries are suggested for use in “low-drain”
devices and have a nominal voltage of 1.5 V [6]. The benefits of alkaline batteries are that they
are reasonably priced, have a high energy density and a low self-discharge rate, are resistant to
low temperature, and are widely available [7]. The other battery type considered was lithium
batteries. Lithium batteries are recommended for use in high-drain devices and have a nominal
voltage of 1.5-3 V. Compared to Alkaline batteries, lithium batteries have a longer lifespan, are
more functional in extreme temperatures, and are lighter. However, lithium batteries are more
expensive than alkaline batteries and are not as widely available. Although lithium batteries have
extremely desirable characteristics, the fact that they are more costly and are less accessible is a
major downside. Since the Coil Quick device is intended to be marketable, the cost and
convenience of the batteries are major factors to consider. For the purpose of the Coil Quick
device, lithium batteries seem to be unnecessary and would add too much expense and hindrance
for the user. Regarding disposable batteries, alkaline batteries look to be the better option.

Figure 2. Duracell AA Alkaline Battery

Figure 3. Energizer AA Lithium Battery
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The type of rechargeable battery that was considered and researched was the lithium-ion
battery. Lithium-ion batteries usually come in the form of a slab, block, or battery pack, making
them a more space efficient alternative to cylindrical shaped disposable batteries [6].
Additionally, they have the lowest self-discharge rate of any rechargeable battery, a high number
of recharging cycles, a high nominal voltage, and a high energy density. There is no doubt that
using a lithium-ion battery for the Coil Quick device would improve the functionality of the
device. One way that using a rechargeable lithium-ion battery would improve the design is
alleviating the hassle of buying and replacing batteries. Instead of having to replace up to eight
AA batteries, all the user would have to do is plug in the device and wait for it to recharge.
Additionally, a lithium-ion battery would be lighter, use up less housing space, and provide an
extremely good battery life. Despite all of these benefits that a lithium-ion battery would bring,
the main drawback is the cost. Mr. Boutros specified that the Coil Quick device should cost in
the region of $15-20 to manufacture. Based on the research conducted on lithium-ion
rechargeable batteries, a suitable battery and charger would cost at least $15, making it
impossible to use lithium-ion batteries while staying in the desired price range. For this reason, it
was concluded that single-use alkaline batteries would be the best battery type for the design of
the Coil Quick device.

Figure 4. Coremax 12 V Lithium-Ion Battery

2.3 Electric Air Pump Research
Surprisingly, there are no direct competitors to the Coil Quick device on the market.
However, a device that was similar in function and design was found. Centrifugal pumps, used
for filling and deflating air mattresses, have about the same price range and housing size as that
of our prospective design. Specifically, the Sanipoe Battery Powered Air Mattress Pump was
chosen for comparison. This pump uses a centrifugal pump to inflate and deflate inflatable
products. A key aspect in the comparison of the Sanipoe air mattress pump with the Coil Quick
device is that it is powered by eight AA alkaline batteries and has a 12 V centrifugal pump. The
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pump features two four AA battery holders that sit on opposite sides of the device housing. Since
the Coil Quick device will be using either a 6 V or 12 V diaphragm pump it will require either
four or eight AA batteries for power. Another feature of the Sanipoe air mattress pump is that it
has a protruding inlet with an ABS plastic filter. One of the concerns with the Coil Quick design
is that the protruding inlet could be a source of fracture or breakage. By analyzing the design of
the air mattress pump inlet, useful information could be gathered to ensure the durability of a
protruding inlet design. Additionally, ways to efficiently store the internal components in the
device housing could be learned since the Sanipoe air mattress pump features similar
components such as a pump, battery holders, on/off switch, and wiring. The Sanipoe air mattress
pump is also lightweight at only 1.4 lbs and has travel friendly dimensions of 4.7x4.7x3.8 in.
Since weight and housing volume are important requirements for the Coil Quick device, the
design principles of the Sanipoe air mattress pump could be valuable for the Coil Quick design.

Figure 5. Sanipoe Battery Powered Air Mattress Pump
The FlextailGear max pump was another product chosen for a breakdown comparison
[5]. The pump was advertised as lightweight, waterproof, and served a dual purpose of inflating
and deflating. Another important quality of this pump design is the ergonomic look of the device.
It looks like a useful multi-purpose gadget which appeals to the customer. It is rechargeable and
holds a charge for about forty minutes of runtime. It can also be stored and hold its charge for up
to three months. The FlextailGear max pump features a lithium battery and a centrifugal pump
with a flow rate of 265 liters per minute. The device has a volume of 53x53x80 mm and a weight
of 145 g. Because of the incredible flowrate offered by a centrifugal pump, we also considered
it’s use in conjunction with a high-quality filter. The characteristics of the FlextailGear max
pump are referenced and carefully considered for implementation into the Coil Quick device
design.
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Figure 6. FlextailGear Max Pump

2.4 Materials Research
After analyzing the current prototype device, it was determined that the device housing
was 3D printed, most likely using polylactic acid or PLA filament. Since it was determined that
the Coil Quick device should be a marketable product, manufacturing the device housing using
3D printing was out of the question. Based on the requirements set by Mr. Boutros as well as
other RV owners, consumer grade plastic was the desired material to manufacture the housing
with. After conducting research, three types of thermoplastics were selected to continue
researching and consider for use in the final concept design. The three thermoplastics that were
selected are acrylonitrile butadiene styrene (ABS), polylactic acid (PLA), and polypropylene
(PP).
The first of the three thermoplastics mentioned was acrylonitrile butadiene styrene or
ABS as it’s better known. Some of the properties of ABS plastic that would be important to the
Coil Quick device include having high rigidity, good impact resistance, good abrasion and strain
resistance, good electrical insulating properties, and good resistance to diluted acid and alkalis
[8]. On the other hand, some of the disadvantages to ABS plastic are that it has poor weathering
resistance and scratches easily. Because of its properties such as good impact resistance and heat
performance, ABS plastic is commonly used for home appliances and electronics. While
researching mattress pumps, it was noted that most of them used ABS plastic as the housing
material. Since the Coil Quick device will be marketable and produced in large quantities, it is
expected that the manufacturing technique used to make the housing will be injection molding.
Additionally, ABS plastic is an extremely versatile material for 3D printing, meaning that it
would be possible to 3D print a prototype using ABS plastic.
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Figure 7. ABS 3D Printer Filament

The next thermoplastic researched was polylactic acid or PLA. Some of the relevant
characteristics of PLA plastic include high strength, high stiffness, biodegradable, and non-toxic.
The limitations of PLA plastic are poor ductility, low impact strength, and thermal instability [9].
PLA plastic is a popular material for use in food packaging, health care, electronics, and textile
fiber. It is important to note that the usage of PLA plastic in structural or electronic applications
is with PLA based composites that have higher tensile strength and impact resistance. PLA
plastic is able to be used for injection molding, meaning that it is suitable for large scale
manufacturing. Also, PLA is commonly used as a 3D printing filament and could be used for
building a prototype device.

Figure 8. PLA Plastic Cups

The final thermoplastic that was researched was polypropylene or PP. The properties of
polypropylene plastic include having high resistance to cracking, high resistance to acids, high
melting point, and is non-toxic and lightweight. The disadvantages that come along with
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polypropylene plastic are that it is highly flammable, sensitive to microbial attacks, brittle at low
temperatures and has poor resistance to UV. Because of its characteristics, polypropylene is
commonly used for packaging, consumer goods, health care, automotive parts, and chemical
tanks. Just like ABS and PLA plastic, polypropylene plastic can be used for injection molding
and 3D printing, meaning that it can be used for both small and large scale manufacturing.

3. Objectives
After a long camping trip, the last thing you want to do is pack up an RV sewer hose that
is messy and difficult to store after use. Mr. Boutros, the project sponsor, as well as other RV
owners require an efficient, durable, and easy-to-use device that will quickly compress the RV
sewer hose so that it can be stored away. Surprisingly, there are no similar products on the
market, so producing a well-developed and affordable compression device could meet the needs
of many RV owners.
The boundary sketch, as seen in Figure 9, gives a visual depiction of the planned project
scope. The dashed lines represent the boundary where improvements can be made to find an
optimized solution. After the RV sewer hose is left fully uncompressed for an extended length of
time, RV owners struggle to compress the hose by hand. The Coil Quick device aims to
eliminate that struggle in an efficient and easy to use manner.

Figure 9. Boundary sketch
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3.1 Needs and Wants
Discussions with the project sponsor, Mr. Boutros, led to the creation of a list of specific
requirements for the Coil Quick device. After careful consideration, the list was categorized into
a set of needs and wants based on the requirements for an effective and desirable product. A
proposed customer survey was conducted to help prioritize the list from the perspective of the
consumers.
Durability:
The device should be able to withstand the conditions in which it will be operating. The device
should be able to compress the hose and the consumer should not have to worry that any water
left in the hose will get into the device and ruin it. Also, it should be sturdy enough and designed
in such a way that if it were to slip out of your hands it would not break. This is a product that
should last many years since most RV owners will only operate the device once per trip.
Operation Time:
The device will be able to fully compress a standard 10 ft hose in under two minutes. It can be
frustrating for RV owners to compress their RV sewer hoses by hand since it is difficult and time
consuming. The RV sewer hose compactor device can eliminate this problem by simply capping
one end of the sewer hose, attaching the device to the other end, and flipping a switch.
Maximizes Housing Space:
The housing for the RV sewer hose compactor device will be designed to ensure the most
efficient placement of each component of the Coil Quick. Currently, components are placed in
the housing without consideration for how they will operate. The Coil Quick device will have a
housing design that optimizes the components while taking into consideration how the device
will feel in the hands of the consumer.
Quiet:
The device will operate quietly and not produce unnecessary sound. The pump will be secured in
its housing so that its operational vibrations are not too loud. The pump inlet will be connected to
the device inlet as to not affect the air flow to the pump and not create a strain on the system.
Maintenance:
The device will require very little maintenance because of the chosen components and material
housing. The consumer should not have to constantly upkeep the device that will only be in
operation on average 2 or 3 times a year. The chosen design should be resistant to the moisture
levels that will flow through the pump inlet.
Affordability:
Since the end goal for the Coil Quick device is to make it marketable careful consideration will
be taken when incorporating the materials and components that will be used. The price of
manufacturing should leave room for profit in the total market price.
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3.2 QFD House of Quality
The quality function deployment (QFD) is a tool and procedure used to determine and
evaluate customer requirements and translate those requirements into engineering specifications
that are measurable. The QFD is organized in a house of quality, shown in Appendix A, with
sections labeled who, what, now, how, and how much that intersect to show how they depend on
and affect each other. The who section defines the customer and stakeholder of the project. The
what section lists the needs and wants of the customers and assigns relative weights for each
requirement based on the importance of each to the respective customer. The now section
compares this project to similar existing products and ranks each product on how well it meets
the customer requirements. The how section lists the engineering specifications that are relevant
to the customer requirements. The how much section defines target values for the engineering
specifications and evaluates how well similar products meet those engineering specifications.
There are two other intersections of sections being the what vs how and the how vs how.
The what vs how section is located in the center of the house of quality and rates how strongly
the customer requirements are related to the engineering specifications. Lastly, the how vs how
section makes up the roof of the house of quality and evaluates whether the engineering
specifications have a positive or negative correlation with each other. For example, minimizing
the housing volume would also minimize the weight, meaning that those engineering
specifications would have a positive correlation with each other.
Organizing the house of quality in this way makes it a useful tool for evaluating which
customer requirements are the most important for customer satisfaction and which engineering
specifications must be met to fulfill those customer requirements.

3.3 Engineering Specifications Table
Table 1 below lists the engineering specifications from the QFD that must be met to fulfil
the project sponsor’s requirements. The diameter refers to the housing diameter where the RV
sewer hose attaches to the compactor device. The compression time is the amount of time it takes
for the sewer hose to fully compress after the device is turned on. The weight refers to the overall
weight of the device. The cost is the amount of money required to build the finalized device. The
process steps refers to the amount of steps the user will have to take to operate the device. For
example, the user would have to (1) attach the sewer hose to the compression device, (2) seal the
opposite side of the sewer hose, (3) turn on the device and wait for the hose to become fully
compressed, (4) turn off the device, and (5) detach and store the sewer hose. The diameter and
cost are high risk specifications because they will determine whether the device can function and
if it can be marketable. Each specification listed we assessed through analysis, inspection, and
testing to determine if they meet the target requirements.
The diameter where the hose mates with the device is based on the diameter of the sewer
hose and must be within the correct tolerance so that the connection between the hose and device
creates a hermetic seal. The compression time was specified by the project sponsor as being at
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most 30-45 seconds to fully compress the sewer hose. The project sponsor also specified the
device weight as being around 3 pounds or less. Based on the project sponsor’s request, the
device should cost around $15-$20 to manufacture so that it can be sold around the price of $30$45. The pump voltage is based on the amount of batteries required to power the device.
Currently, the prototype uses a 12 V pump that requires eight AA batteries to power. To decrease
the amount of batteries required for operation to four AA batteries, a 6 V pump would be
required. The maximum sound level of the device is based on the decibel threshold for waking
someone up, which is about 70 dB.

Table 1: Coil Quick Specifications
Spec. #

Description

Requirements

Tolerance

Risk

Compliance

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Diameter
Compression Time
Weight
Cost
Pump Voltage
Process Steps
Sound Level

3.5 in
30-45 seconds
3 lbs
$17.50
6V
5 steps
70 dB

± 0.01
Max.
± 0.5
± 2.50
Max.
Max.
Max.

H
M
L
H
M
M
L

I, T
T
T
A, S
I
I, T

4. Concept Design
The process used to develop final concept design for the Coil Quick device was to carry
out a functional decomposition, create morphological and Pugh matrices, generate concept
models, make, and evaluate a weighted decision matrix, and finally select a final concept design.
The following sections explain the concept design process as well as describe the final concept
design and any risks involved.

4.1 Functional Decomposition
One of the first steps in developing the concept design was to go through the process
known as functional decomposition. The idea of functional decomposition is that the overall
function of a device is broken down into smaller parts so that the problem can be described with
better detail. In the functional decomposition chart shown in Figure 10, the functions of the Coil
Quick device are broken down into the primary function, functions, and subfunctions. The
primary function of the Coil Quick device is to compress an RV sewer hose. This main function
is then broken down into smaller functions that must work for the primary function to be
completed. In the case of the Coil Quick device, these functions include protecting the internal
components, keeping the user clean, relieving physical strain, making storage easy, attaching
securely to the sewer hose, and operating while unattended. If any of these functions do not work
then the primary function, which is to allow users to comfortably and easily compress an RV
sewer hose, can’t take place. Below these functions are the subfunctions that also need to work in
order for the functions to be satisfied. For example, to protect the internal components, the
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subfunctions such as waterproof housing, high material strength, and secure components must
work first. Going through the functional decomposition process was extremely valuable because
it helped to dissect the required functions for the Coil Quick device in a visual and organized
way. Breaking down the functions of the Coil Quick device in this way also assisted with the
development of ideas/solutions for each function.

Figure 10. Functional Decomposition Diagram

4.2 Morphological Matrix
Once a list of possible solutions for the required functions of the Coil Quick device was
developed, they were compiled into a table known as a morphological matrix. The
morphological matrix contains the required functions of the device, their importance, and
possible ideas/solutions for each function. The functions that were chosen based on the
functional decomposition process were the pumping device, battery, filter, housing material, inlet
geometry, and housing geometry. To elaborate on these functions: the pumping device is the type
of vacuum pump used to create a pressure difference and compress the sewer hose, the battery is
the type of battery used to power the device, the filter is the type of filter that will sit on the
pump inlet, the housing material is the type of plastic that is used to manufacture the device
housing, the inlet geometry is the shape of the pump inlet, and the housing geometry is the shape
of the device housing based on its intended use. Each function has three possible ideas/solutions
to choose from, for example, the pump solutions included a diaphragm pump, centrifugal pump,
and scroll pump. With this morphological matrix developed, it can be used to pick from the
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possible solutions to develop a desired concept design. For instance, one option for the concept
design could be a device that has a diaphragm pump, lithium-ion battery, wire mesh filter, PLA
plastic, protruding inlet, and housing that sits upright. Using this morphological matrix, a variety
of concept designs can be developed depending on the desired combination of possible solutions.

Table 2. Morphological Matrix

4.3 Pugh Matrices
The Pugh matrix analysis is a method in which multiple embryonic solutions are
generated for the same problem with the same constraints and requirements. Appendix C
contains the Pugh matrices created for the Coil Quick device. It has 5 different requirements
listed along with their constraints. The components used for the current prototype were chosen as
the datum to which other concepts were compared to. Two competing resolutions are proposed
for each requirement and are graded: plus (+) meaning better than, minus (-) meaning worse
than, or same (s). Once the comparisons are complete and the assigned score is totaled. a
recommendation can be made as to what solution better serves the problem. From the Pugh
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matrix we see that two recommendations can be made to improve the design of the device. First,
a housing geometry that sits on its side would be better than the current upright position in which
it sits. Second, an inlet geometry for the pump that lays flush with the surface would be better
than the current protruding inlet that the prototype has.

4.4 Concept Models
Using the morphological matrix, concept models were generated by picking one of the
possible solutions for each function. With this method, six different concept models were created
and recorded in Table 2. The next step that was taken in the concept development process was
creating concept sketches for each of the generated concept models. The purpose of these
concept sketches was to determine the feasibility and practicality of the concept models and to
aid in the building of ideation models.

Table 3. Concept Model Table
Concept
Model

Pump

Battery

Filter

Housing
Material

Inlet
Geometry

Housing
Geometry

1

Diaphragm
Pump

Lithium
Ion

Wire
Mesh

PLA Plastic

Protruding

Sits
Upright

2

Centrifugal
Pump

Alkaline

HEPA
Filter

ABS Plastic

Protruding
with Cover

Sits on its
Side

3

Scroll Pump

Lithium

HEPA
Filter

Polypropylene
Plastic

Flat

Handle

4

Diaphragm
Pump

Alkaline

ABS Plastic

Flat
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Figure 11. Concept Model 1 Sketch

Figure 13. Concept Model 3 Sketch

Figure 12. Concept Model 2 Sketch

Figure 14. Concept Model 4 Sketch

Figure 15. Concept Model 5 Sketch

Figure 16. Concept Model 6 Sketch
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All of these concept models were developed using the morphological matrix. By
selecting one solution for each function, a variety of different combinations were created. As is
true with all of these concept models, the cylindrical top area of the housing has a fixed geometry
because it must securely attach to the RV sewer hose and create an airtight seal. The only
modification to this part of the housing was the inlet geometry, which is intended to improve the
strength and durability of that area. Since these concept model sketches were developed during
the ideation stage, the exact geometry is not depicted. In reality, the housing geometry will
depend on the placement of the internal components.

Concept Model 1: This concept model has a diaphragm pump, lithium-ion battery, wire mesh
filter, PLA plastic, protruding inlet, and sits upright. This model features a charging port near the
bottom of the housing where the lithium-ion battery can be recharged. Since this model has a
wire mesh filter, the inlet must have a mechanism that allows the user to unscrew the inlet and
remove the filter for cleaning.
Concept Model 2: This concept model has a centrifugal pump, alkaline battery, HEPA filter,
ABS plastic, protruding inlet with cover, and sits on its side. The purpose of the cover
surrounding the inlet is to strengthen the inlet to avoid it breaking. Because of the HEPA filter,
the inlet on this model also must have a mechanism that allows the user to open the inlet and
remove the filter for cleaning. One feature not depicted in the concept model sketch is the battery
holder which will sit on the underside of the device housing.
Concept Model 3: This concept model has a scroll pump, lithium battery, HEPA filter,
polypropylene plastic, flat inlet, and handle. The inlet of this model is flat and level with the
surface it sits on. This design is intended to reduce the risk of any fractures or breakages that
could occur on a protruding inlet. The battery holder on this concept model will also sit on the
underside of the device housing.
Concept Model 4: This concept model has a diaphragm pump, alkaline battery, ABS plastic
filter, ABS plastic, flat inlet, and sits on its side. A handle was also added to this concept model
to improve the ergonomics of its housing design. Compared to concept model 2, this design
would be much easier for the user to hold when transporting the device. The ABS plastic filter is
fixed to the inlet and sits on the surface so that cleaning or unclogging the filter is easy. With this
type of filter, there is no need for a mechanism to open the inlet and remove the filter for
cleaning. The battery holder that will contain the alkaline batteries will sit on the underside of the
device housing.
Concept Model 5: This concept model has a diaphragm pump, lithium battery, ABS plastic
filter, ABS plastic, protruding inlet, and sits upright. This model has a housing design where the
device sits upright. This design decreases the housing volume but is less ergonomic compared to
the design where the device sits on its side. The battery holder is not depicted on the concept
design sketch and would sit either on the side or underside of the device housing.
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Concept Model 6: This concept model has a diaphragm pump, alkaline battery, ABS plastic
filter, ABS plastic, flat inlet, and sits upright. The battery holder will sit either on this side or
underside of the housing. This concept model design is very similar to concept models 4 and 5,
with the main differences being that the device sits upright and has a flat inlet. With only small
differences between them, concept models 4, 5, and 6 can be easily compared to each other.

4.5 Weighted Decision Matrix
Table 4. Weighted Decision Matrix

The results of this weighted decision matrix show that the top three concept models are
concept models 4, 5, and 6. Concept model 6 was first with a total score of 6.3, concept model 4
was second with a total score of 6.01, and concept model 5 was third with a total score of 5.7.
From these results, we concluded that the final concept design will either be based on concept
model 4 or 6. Since concept model 5 was not too far behind models 4 and 6, the protruding inlet
design was also considered for the final concept design. The only difference between concept
models 4 and 6 is the housing geometry. Concept model 4 has a handle and is designed to sit on
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its side, while concept model 6 is designed to sit upright. The benefits of concept model 6 are
that its design is more durable and has a lower housing volume. On the other hand, concept
model 4 is more ergonomic and user friendly. To help select a final concept model, Mr. Boutros
was consulted to get his opinion on the ideal design. After discussing concept models 4 and 6, it
was concluded that concept model 4 should be selected as the final concept design. The
reasoning for selecting concept model 4 was that having the device housing sit on its side
improved the device functionality and made it more convenient to use. Whatever improvements
concept model 6 offered in terms of durability and housing volume did not outweigh the benefits
of housing model 4.

4.6 Final Concept Design
The final concept design, shown in Figures 17-20, is based on concept model 4. Some of
the visible features selected from the morphological matrix include the ABS plastic filter, flat
inlet, and housing that sits horizontally. As seen in the figures, the ABS plastic filter is part of the
housing and sits level with the inlet opening. This type of inlet design is a great improvement on
the current prototype design that has a protruding inlet with wire mesh. The current protruding
inlet design is at risk of fracture or breakage from an impact, whereas the flat inlet eliminates that
concern. Additionally, the wire mesh that the current prototype uses is not easily accessible,
requiring the removal of three small screws to open the top of the inlet. Since the ABS plastic
filter sits at the top of the inlet, a user could readily clean or unclog the filter.
The idea behind the horizontally sitting housing is that it will allow the sewer hose to
compress while maintaining the device stability. While testing the performance of the prototype
device, it was observed that the upright sitting housing design must be placed sideways to allow
the sewer hose to compress without tipping over the device. The housing design for the final
concept design can maintain the stability of the device while it compresses the sewer hose in a
more natural position. This design is more stable than the upright sitting housing design because
the device has a lower center of gravity and a larger surface area in contact with the ground.
Additionally, this design lends itself well to include handle that connects from the top to the back
of the device. Because of this, the device is made easier to carry around, improving the device
ergonomics and ease of use.
The vertically standing rectangular region that sits directly behind the cylindrical region
is intended to house the diaphragm pump. Using this design, the diaphragm pump is oriented so
that the inlet of the device feeds directly into the inlet of the diaphragm pump. This will improve
the performance of the device by improving the air flow rate through a small plastic tube that
connects the inlet of the device to the inlet of the diaphragm pump. The current prototype has the
inlet of the device facing the opposite direction as the inlet of the diaphragm pump, meaning that
the small plastic tube must bend 180 degrees to connect. This 180-degree bend warps the plastic
tube, effectively decreasing the tube area and restricting the air flow rate.
The larger rectangular region of the device serves two main purposes, one being the
stability of the device and the other being the storage of the batteries. Although not shown in the
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3D model figures, the batteries are housed on the underside of the rectangular region. The plan is
to have a detachable cover that will allow access to the AA batteries when removed. Another
feature that is not shown in the 3D model is the on/off switch. The current idea is to have the
on/off switch sit on the flat horizontal region of the handle. This positioning will allow the user
to turn the device on or off without needing to readjust their hand. When holding the device by
the handle, the thumb will sit near this flat horizontal region, making the on/off switch
convenient to use.
As noted in the concept model table, the device housing was made of ABS plastic.
During the prototype development, the device will likely be manufactured using 3D printers.
However, since the Coil Quick device is intended to be marketable, it will need to be
manufactured in a larger scale than 3D printers can provide. At this stage, the device housing
should be manufactured using injection molding. The housing requires mounts for screws so that
parts of the housing can be removed to place the diaphragm pump and configure the wiring.

Figure 17. 3D Model Isometric View

Figure 18. 3D Model Top View

Figure 19. 3D Model Side View

Figure 20. 3D Model Front View
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Figure 21. Concept Prototype Isometric View

Figure 22. Concept Prototype Side View

4.7 Preliminary Analysis
Preliminary tests were conducted on the current prototype components to create a datum
of performance. This will create a baseline for proposed components to be measured against. The
current pump has a rated displacement of 5L/min operating at 12 volts. From calculations in
Appendix E, we were able to determine the volume of air being displaced in the RV hose when
going from its extended length of 10 ft to its fully compressed length of 2 ft. We then compared
that to the displacement rate of the pump and found analytically that it would take 2 minutes and
12 seconds to compress the hose. This analysis was followed by an experimental procedure in
which we recorded the time of operation of the current prototype to be 1 minute 47 seconds.
After consideration of the test parameters, it was determined that the discrepancy in time was due
to the design of the hose which was used in the experiment. The hose has a helical coil
intertwined along its length which helps compress the hose from when its being fully extended.
The volume of air being compressed was approximately 6.95 Liters instead of the 11.11 Liters
that was used in the analysis. Theoretically, the pump should have displaced the 6.95 Liters in 1
minute and 23 seconds.
The second analysis conducted was used to find the total volume of material to be used
for the proposed prototype housing. Based on the dimensions of the CAD model it was
determined that the prototype could be modeled as 3 separate pieces. The first was the base
which was a rectangular prism shell with a thickness of 0.05 in. Second was the cylindrical hose
fitting shell also with a thickness of 0.05 in. The third was the handle which was modeled as two
solid rectangular prisms at a 90-degree angle. From analysis it was found that the volume of
material to be used for the proposed prototype would be approximately 3.97 cubic inches.

4.8 Preliminary Design Risks
The risks involved with manufacturing or using the Coil Quick device were considered to
avoid any safety concerns down the line. The design hazard checklist in Appendix F was used to
review any potential risks involved with the Coil Quick device. Using this checklist, the main
hazards noted were non-grounded electrical systems, batteries, and dropping. The Coil Quick
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device is powered by AA alkaline batteries and requires electrical wiring to provide power to the
diaphragm pump and on/off switch. To address this safety concern, the electrical system of the
Coil Quick device is inside the housing, with no exposed electrical components. Additionally,
the device is be powered either by a 6 V or 12 V battery pack. Since 30 V is considered a
conservative value for hazardous voltage, there is not much cause for concern regarding the
electrical system of the Coil Quick device. The other hazard that was noted was the possibility of
the device falling and causing injury. Although it is possible for the user to accidently drop the
Coil Quick device while holding it, the device weighs under three pounds, which is not heavy
enough to cause any serious or even moderate bodily harm. While there are a few hazards related
to the design of the Coil Quick device, they do not pose a serious danger to an individual
manufacturing or using the device.

5. Final Design
In this section we present the final design of the Coil Quick device. We have detailed
examinations of the main subsystems and components of the device. By the end of this chapter,
you will know about what our final design looks like, what it does, how it operates, and how it
meets our design specifications. In addition to this we address, any safety, maintenance, and
repair concerns. Lastly, we present an outline of our cost analysis for the structural prototype.
For more detailed part drawings please refer to Appendix H.

5.1 Structural Prototype Design
The final design for our device, also known as our structural prototype, is a fully
functional prototype of our overall system. Our structural prototype is an updated version of our
final concept design from section 4.6. The major changes in our structural prototype compared to
our final concept design are an increased housing volume, altered handle geometry, and added
housing sections for the diaphragm pump, battery pack, and on/off switch. In addition to this,
minor changes include the addition of an inlet connection and cavities in the housing for
electrical wiring to be fed through.

Figure 23. Structural Prototype Isometric View
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As you can see in figures 24 and 25, an additional housing section in the form of the
diaphragm pump housing section was added to the main housing. The diaphragm pump housing
section sits on top of the base of the housing. In order to fit the diaphragm pump, which has a
height of 2.5 inches, the diaphragm pump housing sections extends into the base. There is a
rectangular slot that can be seen on the bottom of the diaphragm pump housing, where the
electrical wiring from the battery pack is fed to the diaphragm pump and on/off switch. The
diaphragm pump housing section is designed to leave additional housing volume for the
electrical wiring and connections to be housed. There is an inlet connection that can be seen from
the diaphragm pump housing. The inlet connection sits on the back of the cylindrical sewer hose
connection and connects this part of the housing to the diaphragm pump with a clear plastic tube.
Lastly, the diaphragm pump housing section has a cover that can be attached or removed from
the main housing and is secured using two 1/8 inch Philips head screws. The screws are inserted
through the two semicircular tabs on the bottom of the diaphragm pump housing cover.

Figure 24. Prototype Rear Isometric View

Figure 25. Diaphragm Pump Housing

In our final concept design, the device handle has an arc shaped geometry. Because the
added diaphragm pump housing section would interfere with an arc shaped handle, the geometry
of the handle was switched to a rectangular shape. As seen in figure 26, at the top of the handle
sits a rectangular cut out where the on/off switch is inserted. The placement of the on/off switch
on the handle is intended to make powering the device with one hand easy for the user. With this
on/off switch placement the user would be able to power the device while carrying the device
with one hand. As can be seen in figure 27, there is a cylindrical cavity in the housing that
connects the on/off switch slot to the diaphragm pump housing. This is where the electrical
wiring from the on/off switch is fed into the diaphragm pump housing.
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Figure 26. On/Off Switch Slot

Figure 27. On/Off Switch Wiring Cavity

The final housing section that was added to the device was the battery pack housing. This
is where the AA alkaline batteries that power the device are stored. The AA alkaline batteries are
inserted into two battery holders that contain four AA batteries each. Thus, the sewer hose
compressor device are powered by eight AA batteries, which at full charge should provide the
diaphragm pump with 12 volts. The two battery holders are connected in series and stored inside
the battery pack housing. As mentioned in the diaphragm pump housing section, there is a
rectangular slot that sits at the top of the battery pack housing. This is where the electrical wiring
from the battery pack is fed into the diaphragm pump housing. The battery pack housing has a
cover that can be attached or removed from the main housing. Like the diaphragm pump housing
cover, the battery pack housing cover is secured to the main housing using two 1/8 inch Philips
head screws. The screws are inserted through the two semicircular tabs on either side of the
battery pack housing cover.

Figure 28. Battery Pack Housing

Figure 29. Structural Prototype Bottom View
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The main subsystem in our device is the electrical system. The electrical system is
comprised of the battery pack, diaphragm pump, on/off switch, as well as the electrical wiring
and connections. As mentioned previously, the battery pack is made up of two battery holders
connected in series and contain four AA batteries each. The positive terminal of the battery pack
is connected to the positive terminal of the diaphragm pump and on/off switch using electrical
wiring. The negative terminal of the battery pack is connected to the negative terminal of the
diaphragm pump using electrical wiring. Using this electrical system, the diaphragm pump is
powered by the 12-volt battery pack and can be turned on and off using the switch.

Figure 30. Electrical System Wiring Diagram

5.2 Purchased Components
To manufacture the structural prototype, additional components were purchased from
Amazon and Shenzhen Yanhua Faith Technology Company. These components include the
battery holders, on/off switch, electrical wiring, clear plastic tubing, 1/8 inch Philips head
screws, ABS 3D printer filament, and the diaphragm pump.
Battery Holders: The two AA battery holders can contain four 1.5V AA batteries. The
dimensions of each battery holder is 2.25 x 2.46 x 0.62 inches and weight of 0.03 lbs. The
battery holders have two electrical leads which have tinned wire and PVC isolation.

Figure 31. Battery Holders
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On/Off Switch: The on/off switch has mounting dimensions of 0.75 x 0.47 inches and overall
dimensions of 0.83 x 0.59 inches. The body of the on/off switch is made of plastic and metal.
The on/off switch is rated for a maximum current of 10 amps.

Figure 32. On/Off Switches
Electrical Wiring: The electrical wiring that was purchased consists of 34 lines twinned
together with a cross sectional area of 0.001 square inches. The wire is 18 gauge and is tinned
copper, which provides better anti-oxidation performance and reduces the production of heat.
The tinned copper wire is covered by PVC isolation. The wire is rated for a voltage of 12 V and
a maximum temperature of 176 degrees Fahrenheit.

Figure 33. Electrical Wiring
Clear Plastic Tubing: The clear plastic tubing is made from flexible, food grade PVC. The PVC
provides great resistance to chemicals, solvents, alkalis, and acids. The inner surface of the PVC
tubing is smooth and provides easy flow and cleaning. The dimensions of the tubing are 1/4 inch
inner diameter and 3/8 inch outer diameter.

Figure 34. Clear Plastic Tubing
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1/8 inch Philips Head Screws: The screws purchased are size #3-48 x 1/8 inch. The head is flat
and drive system is Philips. The screws are made from grade 18-8 stainless steel.

Figure 35. #3-48 x 1/8 inch Philips Head Screw
ABS 3D Printer Filament: The type of 3D printer filament purchased was ABS plastic which is
a strong thermoplastic material. This type of 3D printer filament offers excellent impact
resistance and has a high resistance to heat. The print temperature of the filament is 230 to 240
degrees Celsius and the hot bed temperature is 70 to 80 degrees Celsius.

Figure 36. ABS 3D Printer Filament
Diaphragm Pump: The diaphragm pump purchased is designed to be powered by a 12 V DC
battery. The dimensions of the diaphragm pump are 4.03 x 2.75 x 1.57 inches and has a weight
of 0.66 lbs. The diaphragm pump provides a flow rate of 15 liters per minute and a vacuum
pressure of -80 kPa. Some of the features of the diaphragm pump are corrosion resistance, long
life, high efficiency, compact size, low weight, low noise level, low vibration, and maintenance
free. The motor used in the diaphragm pump is a brush DC motor.

Figure 37. 15 L/min Diaphragm Pump
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5.3 Structural Prototype Functionality
As with the original prototype, the main function of the sewer hose compressor device is
to compress a fully extended RV sewer hose so that it is ready for storage. The way that the
device is intended to operate is as follows:
Step 1: Flush all blackwater in the sewer hose with graywater until the sewer hose contains
mostly air and leftover water moisture.
Step 2: Detach the sewer hose from the dumping station and seal one of the ends with a plastic
cover.
Step 3: Connect the open end of the sewer hose to the sewer hose compressor device at the
cylindrical sewer hose connection.
Step 4: Once both sides of the sewer hose are sealed, power the sewer hose compressor device
using the on/off switch.
Step 5: Leave the sewer hose compressor device running until the sewer hose reaches its fully
compressed state.
Step 6: Once the sewer hose is fully compressed, detach the sewer hose from the compressor
device and seal the open end with a plastic cover.
After this operating procedure is finished the RV sewer hose is fully compressed and
ready to be stored away. The way the sewer hose compressor device works is that a diaphragm
pump is powered with a 12 volt battery pack which can be powered on and off using the on/off
switch located at the top of the device handle. When the diaphragm pump is on it will provide a
flow rate of 15 liters per minute, which will pull the air from inside of the sewer hose into the
diaphragm pump, where it will then be expelled back into the atmosphere. The cylindrical sewer
hose connection located at the front of the device will provide a hermetic seal between the sewer
hose and the device. The air will then flow through an inlet connection in the device housing
where it is transferred to the diaphragm pump by a clear plastic tube. The device offers easily
removable covers for the diaphragm pump and battery pack housing. This allows for the user to
easily replace the AA alkaline batteries, as well as access the electrical connections and
diaphragm pump. If necessary, the clear plastic tube can be removed for cleaning.

5.4 Structural Prototype Design Justification
The analysis that was conducted to justify the design of the structural prototype included
compression time calculations, handle geometry analysis, competing product research,
diaphragm pump measurements, and inlet connection analysis. In the compression time
calculations, the internal volume of the RV sewer hose was measured and calculated. By
dividing the internal volume of the sewer hose by the flowrate of the diaphragm pump, we were
able to obtain an estimated compression time. Using the original diaphragm pump, which had a
flow rate of 5 liters per minute, we calculated a compression time of about 2 minutes and 12
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seconds. Since our compression time specification was 30-45 seconds, this diaphragm pump’s
flow rate would not be able to meet our criteria. The new diaphragm pump that we are using has
a flow rate of 15 liters per minute. With this flow rate, we calculated a compression time of about
45 seconds. Since this compression time meets our criteria, we decided to use the diaphragm
pump with a flow rate of 15 liters per minute for our structural prototype design. Please refer to
appendix E for compression time calculations.
In the final concept design, the diaphragm pump housing section is a small housing area
that sits directly behind the cylindrical sewer hose connection. After measurements of our
selected diaphragm pump were taken, it was apparent that the original diaphragm pump housing
was not large enough to house the diaphragm pump. The first concept for the new diaphragm
pump housing was to keep the same orientation for the housing volume, with the diaphragm
pump standing vertically. After drawings and measurements were completed for this design, it
was observed that the diaphragm pump housing section would interfere with the device handle,
thus ruling out this concept. The next concept was to have the diaphragm pump sit horizontally
just above the base of the device. This design was ultimately chosen because it provided
adequate housing volume for both the diaphragm pump and the battery pack.
Using this version of the diaphragm pump housing, the housing section extends almost all
the way to the rear of the base. If the arc shaped handle design from the final concept design
were to be kept, the handle would interfere with the diaphragm pump housing. Also based on our
competing product research, which mainly focused on mattress pumps, we noticed that a
rectangular handle geometry was more common than an arc handle geometry. This is because a
rectangular handle geometry is easier to manufacture and is more comfortable and ergonomic for
consumers. Because of our realization of the arc shaped handle interfering with the diaphragm
pump housing as well as our competing product research, we concluded that a rectangular handle
geometry should be used for our structural prototype design.
When analyzing the inlet and outlet connections of the diaphragm pump, as well as the
inlet connection from the initial prototype, we noticed that all of these connections used a barb
fitting. A barb fitting is essentially a cone shape at the end of the inlet or outlet pipe. Barb fittings
are often used in low pressure scenarios because they create a seal between the tubing and the
fitting, are cost effective, provide simple hand installation, and provide tube and fitting
connections that ae highly blow-off and pull-off resistant. After observing the diaphragm pump
and initial prototype inlet and outlets, as well as considering the benefits of a barb fitting, it was
ultimately decided that a barb fitting should be used for the inlet connection in our device
housing.

Figure 38. Cross Section of Flexible Tubing Over a Barb Fitting
5.5 Final Design Changes
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During the process of manufacturing and testing, some issues with the initial final design
were found and addressed. The first issue we discovered during manufacturing was that the
on/off switch wiring cavity was too small, making it extremely difficult to feed the wires from
the on/off switch into the diaphragm pump housing section. To fix this issue, we increased, the
on/off switch cavity volume, changing it from a circular cross section to rectangular. In addition
to this, we added a fillet around the 90-degree bend of the on/off switch cavity. These changes
can be seen in figure 40, which shows a cross section view of the on/off switch cavity. The next
issue that we ran into, resulted in the most drastic change to the final design. The issue was that
during manufacturing, we found that there was not enough clearance between the handle and
diaphragm pump housing for the diaphragm pump to be inserted into the housing. We made two
major changes to address this problem. The first was to decrease the handle thickness to allow
for more vertical clearance between the handle and diaphragm pump housing. The second
change was to increase the width and volume of the diaphragm pump housing. We decided that
this was a necessary change because the increased width of the housing walls would allow us to
insert the diaphragm pump diagonally into the housing section. Besides the changes already
mentioned there were other minor adjustments made to the final design. One of these
adjustments was to increase the depth of the on/off switch housing and battery pack housing.
These adjustments were made because during the manufacturing, we noticed that the on/off
switch and battery pack housing cover did not sit flush with the rest of device housing, as a result
of there not being enough vertical space in these housing sections. The last change that was
made, was to increase the angle of the barb fitting, since the original design did not provide
enough resistance to keep the clear plastic tube in place.

Figure 39. Final Design Changes
Figure 40. Updated On/Off Switch Cavity
5.6 Safety, Maintenance, and Repair Considerations
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Since the safety of any potential users of the RV sewer hose compressor device is
extremely important, we wanted to cover any safety concerns of the device. In addition to this,
we have covered any maintenance, and repair considerations. For the design hazard checklist
please refer to Appendix F.
The main safety concern for our device is the electrical system. Since the Coil Quick
device is intended to be used in conjunction with RV sewer hoses and RV dumping stations, it is
likely that the device may come into contact with fluids such as water. To prevent fluids such as
water from damaging the electrical system or harming users of the Coil Quick device, we
ensured that the diaphragm pump and battery covers have very tight tolerances. Because of this,
minimal to no fluid should be able to access the interior of the Coil Quick device which could
cause a safety or functionality concern. The sewer hose connection at the front of the device
feeds directly into the inlet connection, which is connected to the diaphragm pump with a clear
plastic tube. Since the fluid passing through the diaphragm pump will not be in contact with any
of the electrical components of the diaphragm pump, this should not be a safety or functionality
concern. It was noted earlier that a conservative value for hazardous voltage is around 30 volts.
Since the battery pack powering the Coil Quick device will not exceed a voltage of 12 volts, any
safety concerns about working with the electrical wiring and connections of the device would be
extremely minimal. Since there are not many moving parts in the Coil Quick device and no large
loads being exerted on the device, the only major concern when it comes to housing failure or
fracture is from dropping. Since the ABS plastic that the device housing is made with is
extremely impact resistant, the Coil Quick device should be able to withstand most impacts from
dropping that it may encounter.
When it comes to maintenance and repair considerations for the Coil Quick device, the
main concerns would be about the diaphragm pump. When conducting the research on the type
of pump to use for our device, the diaphragm pump was chosen because of its excellent lifespan
and low maintenance. Because of this, it can be expected that throughout the duration of the Coil
Quick device’s use there should be no major failures with the diaphragm pump and no
maintenance required. Additionally, the diaphragm pump being used is oil-free and highly
resistant to corrosion, meaning that the maintenance and repair concerns that most pumps have
would not be applicable for the diaphragm pump. The only other maintenance concern that we
have about the Coil Quick device is the clear plastic tubing, which connects the sewer hose
connection to the diaphragm pump becoming clogged with debris from the sewer hose. If any
debris were to clog the clear plastic tube, the tube can be easily removed for cleaning thanks to
the barb fitting on the inlet connections of the housing and diaphragm pump.

5.7 Cost Analysis Summary
After all materials and components required for the manufacturing of the structural
prototype were purchased, the total cost of the prototype came out to $31.62. Looking at the
indented bill of materials (Appendix G), the component that drives the overall cost of the
prototype is the diaphragm pump. Since minimal changes should be made to the other materials
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and components, the only thing that would increase or decrease the price of the prototype would
be the diaphragm pump.
Since the main cost of the prototype is the diaphragm pump, the overall cost of the
prototype is dependent on the quality of the diaphragm pump that is used. If we wanted to
prioritize performance of the Coil Quick device, then a higher quality diaphragm pump should be
used, which will result in a higher overall cost of the device. If the price of manufacturing is the
main priority, then a lower quality diaphragm pump should be used at the cost of the device
performance.
The RV sewer hose compressor project has been allocated a budget of around $500.
Since the structural prototype only costs about $32 to manufacture, and since we are not planning
to make major changes to the components used, we are confident that we will be able to
complete all testing and manufacturing up to the end of the project well under budget. To see a
detailed cost analysis please refer to the indented bill of materials and project budget in
Appendices G and I.

Table 5. Structural Prototype Cost Breakdown
Material/Component
Main Housing
Battery Cover
Diaphragm Pump Cover
On/Off Switch
Battery Pack
8xAA Battery
Electrical Wire
Connection Terminal
Diaphragm Pump
Clear Plastic Tubing
1/8-inch Screws
Total Cost

Cost
$4.99
$0.20
$0.14
$0.70
$5.99
$2.49
$0.30
$0.25
$14.99
$0.23
$1.34
$31.62

6. Manufacturing
In this chapter we have developed a step-by-step process for the assembly of our final
design. The components of the prototype can be categorized into three sub-assemblies: housing,
electrical and hardware. The housing was 3D printed by HUBS, a 3D printing service that
operates in San Luis Obispo. We purchased all electrical components and hardware online
through third party sources. We list all materials outlined in the manufacturing chapter in the
indented Bill of Materials seen in Appendix G: Indented Bill of Materials.

6.1 Procurement
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All material and component purchases are listed in the project budget which can be found
in Appendix I: Project Budget. We submitted this list to the project sponsor, Mr. Boutros, and he
gave his approval to purchase what was listed. David agreed to make all the purchases and to
have our sponsor reimburse him. To achieve the manufacturing of our final design we bought
certain items, such as the ABS filament or hardware, in bulk. This was one of the primary
reasons why we needed to differentiate between the Bill of Materials and the Project Budget. The
Bill of Materials summarizes the cost of producing our final design as a single device. While the
Project Budget incorporates all costs accrued over the duration of the product.

6.2 Housing
The housing was 3D printed through a third-party service with 1.75mm ABS filament.
The filament along with the approved 3D model (as seen in Attachment H) was sent to the thirdparty service to be 3D printed. We then completed the following steps on the 3D printed device
housing to prep for the subsequent steps in the manufacturing process:
Step 1: Inspect and deburr the housing on all edges where an excess of material may
lead to alignment issues later.
Step 2: We drilled two holes into each of the removable covers for the battery and
diaphragm pump. We found the true center of the semi-circle portions of the
lids by using the dimensions outlined in Appendix H. We made an indentation
with a center punch tool.
Step 3: We used an 1/8” drill bit to drill the holes on the lids and then took a 1-inch
spade bit to create a bevel on the lid holes for the screw to sit a little flush.
Step 4: We then placed the diaphragm pump cover onto the corresponding location on
the main housing. Due to fitment issues we chose to smooth all edges and
rough corners with 180 grit sandpaper.
Step 5: With a pen, we then marked the area left exposed by the holes drilled in step 3.
Then with a 3/32” bit we drilled a hole into the marked portions approximately
a 1/2” into the main housing. Then with a 1/8” tap we threaded the previously
drilled holes.
Step 6: We then repeated the process for the battery cover section of the housing.

6.3 Electrical Components and Hardware
We purchased all electrical components through online third-party suppliers. This
includes the on/off switch, battery pack, 8 AA batteries, diaphragm pump, 18 gage electrical wire
and connection terminals. The hardware necessary included the 1/8 inch by 1/4 inch in length
screws and the clear plastic tubing which we cut to a length of 4 inches. Suppliers sell some of
these items in packs, so their per unit price along with their total cost, we outlined in the indented
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Bill of Materials and the project Budget respectively. Since we purchased all these components
there were no necessary manufacturing steps, and any further assembly we detailed in the
following sections.

6.4 Assembly
The following steps are meant as a guide for the construction and assembly of our final
design. The end goal was to combine the separate sub-assemblies into one fully functioning
design. To manufacture all electrical connections and have them be easily interchangeable, we
stripped all wire ends of their protective plastic coating and fitted them with the appropriate
spade connection terminals. The length of wires should be trimmed or extended as seen fit by the
manufacturer to not add unnecessary points of stress. Figure 41 depicts the wiring diagram
outlines in the following process and should be used as a visual aid for completion of the circuit.
Figures 42 through 44 show the steps outlined in the housing prep section above. The steps for
assembly were:
Step1: We placed the battery pack into the housing space provided and wired in series
with appropriately crimped wires and terminal connections. We fed the wires
through the opening on the back end of the housing design which feeds into the
area left vacant for the diaphragm pump. We also sanded the bottom of the
battery packs and glued them into place so they wouldn’t fall out when we
remove the lid.
Step 2: We then placed the Diaphragm pump into the space provided for it in the
design and its negative terminal we connected to the negative terminal of the
battery pack.
Step 3: In the next step we had to place the on/off switch into the space provided for it
at the top of the handle. We fed the extended wires through the cavity left in
the handle and they came out into the area where we housed the diaphragm
pump.
Step 4: Next, we connected the positive terminal of the battery back to the positive
terminal of the on/off switch.
Step 5: Then, we connected the negative terminal of the on/off switch to the positive
terminal of the diaphragm pump. This completed the circuit.
Step 6: After, we attached one end of the previously cut plastic tubing over the inlet of
the pump and attached the other end over the conical shaped inlet of the
housing.
Step 7: We then placed the cover of the diaphragm pump housing area with its
corresponding lid and screw the lid into place.
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Step 8: Then, we made sure that we placed the on/off switch into an off position and
placed the 8 AA batteries in the packs.
Step 9: We then placed the battery pack cover into place and screw it shut.
Step 10: Finally, we flipped the switch to the on position to test the functionality of the
device and to ensure we correctly assembled all the components.

Figure 41. Electrical System Hand Drawn Wiring Diagram

Figure 42. Battery Pack Housing Cover Manufacturing
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Figure 43. Battery Pack Manufacturing

Figure 44. All components secured in the housing. Manufacturing nearly complete at this point.

6.5 Reflection and Recommendations
The major takeaway from the manufacturing process was that 3D printing was more
difficult than we initially assumed. The constraints of our design made it so that some of the
smaller 3D printing services didn’t have the capabilities to build our design. This led to multiple
rejections and changes to our housing 3D design. Ultimately, we had to look for a service
provider with better technology and that is when we found HUBS. They also had concerns with
our design and after a few modifications they delivered the product we needed. Another
recommendation on the housing design would be to make the lids slightly smaller than they
should be or else fitment issues will add more time to the manufacturing process. In future
iterations of this design the housing volume for the diaphragm pump will also have to change
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and we recommend that you keep in mind the space necessary between the handle and the
housing for the pump to slide into place.

7. Design Verification
In this chapter, we cover the testing and design verification that we conducted. We have
addressed how we evaluated the specifications, describe the tests that we conducted, and clarify
our equipment and facility needs. To see a detailed spreadsheet of our design verification, please
refer to Appendix K.

7.1 Design Verification Tests
Compression Time: The first test that we conducted for our device is a measurement and
calculation of compression time. As mentioned before, an analysis of compression time has
already been completed, which resulted in a predicted compression time of about 45 seconds for
a diaphragm pump with a 15 liter per minute flow rate. We have compared this value to our
measured compression time, which we tested by turning on the Coil Quick device while the
attached to a fully extended sewer hose and timing how long it takes for the sewer hose to reach
its fully compressed state. From this measurement we were able to calculate an actual flow rate
for our device, which could likely be less than 15 liters per minute due to any head losses or
inefficiencies in our design. The acceptance criteria for the compression time is a maximum time
of 45 seconds.
Handle Ergonomics: Since we want users of the Coil Quick device to be able to hold the device
easily and comfortably, we have evaluated the ergonomics of our handle design. To conduct this
test, we got user feedback from potential consumers of the Coil Quick device to evaluate criteria
such as comfortability, effectiveness, and appearance. The acceptance criteria for the handle
ergonomics is high user satisfaction in each of our criteria categories.
Stability: We do not want the Coil Quick device to tip over while it is in use. If the device were
to tip over while operating, it could decrease the functionality of the device. To ensure that our
device will not experience stability concerns we have simply operated the device and observed
whether the device tips over. The acceptance criteria for the stability was if the device was able
to consistently remain stable during operation.
Sound Level: One of the design constraints given by our sponsor for the project was the sound
level of the Coil Quick device. Since the Coil Quick device will mostly be operating at a
campground, it should not be too loud as to disturb other campers. To measure the sound level of
the device we needed to measure sound data of the device while it was in operation. To mimic a
campground environment the sound data we recorded was from a distance of 10-20 feet away
from the device. The acceptance criteria for the sound level is a maximum value of 70 decibels.
Battery Life: To determine how much usage a user is able to get out of the Coil Quick device,
the battery life was measured and calculated. The test was conducted by measuring the rate of
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voltage drop in the batteries as well as running the device from fully charged to zero charge and
measuring the length of time that the device stays running. The acceptance criteria for the battery
life is a run time of 30 minutes.
Hermetic Seal: It is extremely important to determine if the sewer hose connection creates a
hermetic seal between the device housing and RV sewer hose. This is because any leakage of
fluid between the device housing and sewer hose would cause decreased functionality of our
device. The decreased functionality would most likely be a longer compression time and wasted
battery life. To determine whether the device housing creates a hermetic seal with the sewer
hose, we submerged the device housing in water and observed whether there are any locations
within the housing where leakage is occurring. The acceptance criteria for the hermetic seal is
zero flow rate outside of the sewer hose connection.
Electrical: To ensure our electrical system is working as intended we took voltage and current
measurements at various points in our electrical system. The acceptance criteria for the electrical
system is whether the device is functioning as intended, with voltage and current measurements
matching with our calculations.

7.2 Design Verification Results
Compression Time: During our test of the compression time, we measured that the time it took
for the sewer hose to be compressed from its fully extended state to its fully compressed state
was 1 minute and 37 seconds. Based on our compression time calculations, we expected a
compression time of 1 minute and 51 seconds. This means that our calculation was an
overestimation by about 14 seconds or about 14%. Since we were using the 6 liter per minute
flow rate diaphragm pump, the compression time should be significantly reduced using the 15
liter per minute flow rate diaphragm pump that is part of our design. Using scaling and similarity
laws, we calculated that using a 15 liter per minute diaphragm pump, the compression time
would be about 39 seconds. Given that our compression time calculation overestimated the
actual compression time, we expect that using the 15 liter per minute diaphragm pump, the
compression time should be less than 39 seconds. Using the same discrepancy we found from the
initial comparison between predicted and actual compression time, we expect the design using
the 15 liter per minute diaphragm pump to yield a compression time of about 33 seconds. Since
this compression time is less than our criteria of a maximum of 45 seconds, we have determined
that our final design of the Coil Quick device will meet the compression time criteria.
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Figure 45. Compression Time Verification Testing
Handle Ergonomics: Based on user feedback on our device, we found that the handle
ergonomics are sufficient but still has room for improvement. The common response on the
ergonomics of the handle was that the handle allows for one to hold the device comfortably,
without having a lack of space for the hand. The handle also allows easy access to the on/off
switch and does not require any significant movement to reach it. However, the most common
complaint about the handle ergonomics was that the slim design created an uncomfortable force
on the sides of the handle while gripping the device. The change in the handle thickness was a
consequence of the diaphragm pump being unable to fit into the housing. A thicker handle would
be preferrable and could be achieved by either increasing the handle height or by adding a foam
or gel cushion to the handle after the diaphragm pump is already inserted into the device. If this
change were to be made, the comfortability would be significantly improved. As things currently
are, our handle ergonomics scored a 7 out of 10 for user feedback. This is enough to meet our
acceptance criteria, but an improvement in the comfortability of the handle would result in a
higher user satisfaction with the design.
Stability: During testing of the stability of the device, we found that the device is very stable and
is resistant to tipping. This is mainly because of the diaphragm pump and battery back weight
being placed near the bottom of the device housing. This results in the device having a low
center of gravity and ultimately being resistant to tipping. While in operation, the device does not
face any tipping, and even resists being pushed over. Since the device remains stable during
operation, the acceptance criteria was met for the stability of the device.
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Figure 46. Sound Level Test Results
Sound Level: The results of our sound level tests found that even while measuring right next to
the device (at a distance of about half a foot) the sound level never reaches above 55.2 decibels.
Since we determined that the maximum sound level of the device should be 70 decibels, the
device easily meets this acceptance criteria. Furthermore, since the sound level tests were
conducted at a relatively close distance, compared to the actual distance of 10-20 feet that would
be present at a campground, the sound level is well below the acceptance threshold. Since the
sound level would be diminished at a larger distance it is safe to say the other campers would not
be disturbed by the sound level of the Coil Quick device.
Battery Life: Our tests of the battery life found that running the device for 10 minutes dropped
the battery voltage by 1.4 volts. Based on this decrease in voltage, we calculated that if the
device were to be left on, it would take 1 hour and 25 minutes to fully drain the battery. Since
this calculation is well beyond the minimum battery life of 30 minutes, the device meets the
acceptance criteria for battery life. In addition, since a user of the Coil Quick device should not
need to run the device for more than 1 minute per trip, the battery life would last them well over
50 trips before needing the replace the batteries. At this rate, it is much more likely that the
batteries would need to be replaced as a result of self-discharge, or shelf life, rather than by use
of the Coil Quick device. As a result, it is safe to say that the Coil Quick device should only need
battery replacements every few years.
Hermetic Seal: This design verification test was completed by observing leakages in the device
housing after submerging it in water. Based on our observation of the device, the final design
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does not create a perfect hermetic seal as a result of the 3D printed ABS plastic being porous.
However, since the intended manufacturing process for the Coil Quick device is injection
molding, rather than 3D printing, this should not be an issue if the Coil Quick device were to be
manufactured on a larger scale.
Electrical: Our voltage measurements of our electrical system found that the battery pack was
able to supply 11.8 volts to the diaphragm pump. Upon testing the device, we found that the
device was able to be powered on and stay on without any faults. Since the electrical system of
the device was functioning as intended, the electrical system meets our acceptance criteria.

7.3 Design Verification Equipment and Facility
The equipment that we used to conduct the design verification tests include a stopwatch,
sound level meter, and a digital multimeter. The stopwatch was required for the compression
time measurements as well as the battery life measurements. The sound level meter was required
for the sound level measurements and will measure sound level in decibels. The digital
multimeter was required for the battery life measurements and electrical system tests. For the
battery life measurements, we measured the starting and ending voltage of the battery with the
digital multimeter. For the electrical system tests we measured the voltage and current at
different points in our electrical system. In addition to the equipment that we used, we also had
potential consumers give us user feedback on things such as the handle ergonomics and
appearance of the device.
To conduct these tests, we used one of the electrical engineering labs on campus for the
battery life and electrical system tests. Tests such as compression time, stability, and sound level
were conducted at an available lab in the engineering IV building. Lastly, the handle ergonomics,
device appearance, and overall device functionality tests were conducted at an RV supply store,
where we got user feedback from potential consumers. To see a detailed spreadsheet of our
design verification, please refer to Appendix K.

Figure 47. Digital Multimeter

Figure 48. Sound Level Meter
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8. Project Management
Earlier in the project, the primary tasks were problem definition, research, and concept
design selection. After the problem was clearly defined and sufficient research was conducted,
the scope of work document was developed. The next step in the design process was concept
ideation, where a wide variety of concept models were developed for consideration as the final
concept design. Using concept design refinement and selection techniques, a final concept design
was selected. Following that, the preliminary design review report was produced to provide
evidence that supports the project design direction. After the preliminary design review was
approved by the project sponsor, a more developed structural prototype was made. Next a critical
design review report was be created to define the final design, manufacturing plan, and
verification plan for the project. A manufacturing and test review will serve to clarify the status
of the project manufacturing and testing. After that, a finalized verification prototype was
produced as part of the final design review. The senior project will culminate with the final
design of the device as well as this final design review report being delivered to the project
sponsor. For a more detailed view of the current project plan, please refer to the Gantt Chart in
Appendix L.
The design process for this project included plenty of testing. Since the RV sewer hose
compactor device will use existing components from the market, testing was conducted to
validate the performance of each component and verify that the chosen components will meet the
engineering specifications. For example, the Coil Quick device uses off the market components
such as a diaphragm pump, battery, on/off switch, and ABS plastic. Several diaphragm pumps, a
battery holder, and an on/off switch have been purchased to construct the structural prototype
and test its performance. We also measured the voltage produced by the alkaline battery pack.
This test ensures that the diaphragm pump is supplied at its target voltage so that it can achieve
the best performance. These tests helped to figure out which types of components were ideal for
the Coil Quick device design and to iterate upon the housing design.
Table 6. Project Timeline
Deliverable
Structural Prototype
Critical Design Review (CDR)
Verification Prototype
Final Design Review (FDR)

Due Date
10/28/2021
10/28/2021
2/10/2022
3/18/2022

9. Conclusion & Recommendations
The purpose of this design project is to design, build, and test an RV sewer hose
compactor device that can be used by the project sponsor and marketed to other RV owners. The
goal of the RV sewer hose compactor device is to mechanically compress an RV sewer hose
from its fully extended length to its fully compressed and storable state. Since a prototype device
has already been developed, this project will aim to improve the prototype design to make it
smaller, quicker, quieter, and more durable. We improved our final design of the device by
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providing easy access to the AA batteries required to power the device without having to
completely disassemble the device to replace the batteries. Functionality of the device improved
because the handle allowed the user to attach the hose with one hand and operate the device with
the other while simultaneously being able to turn the device on or off without repositioning their
hands. The redesign of the housing was also an improvement because there is enough space to
accommodate all the components and ensure that they are working in the form they are intended
to be. All of the changes to the original prototype ultimately make this design a better
functioning and more marketable device. After manufacturing and testing the final design of the
Coil Quick device, we are confident that the device accomplished the main goal it was designed
for, to help RV owners compress and store their RV sewer hose in a simple and efficient manner.
Our design testing goals included improving the compression time, reducing the
operating noise, adding an external battery port, making the device rechargeable, and improving
the strength of the inlet section. To address each of these goals individually, the compression
time can be reduced by using a diaphragm pump with a higher flow rate. The original prototype
device uses a diaphragm pump with a flow rate of 6 liters per minute. If a pump with an
increased flow rate of 15 liters per minute were to be used, we predict that the compression time
of the RV sewer hose should be reduced by more than half. While the operating noise level of
the device was not significantly reduced, based on our testing the decibel level it produces is far
below the decibel threshold that would disturb other campers. It produced 55 dB of noise at a
measuring distance of 1 ft and a measurement of 40 dB at ten feet which is comparable to a
whisper. This met the requirement of 70 dB at 10 ft easily. By adding the battery pack housing
on the bottom of the device we were able to meet the goal of adding an external battery port,
which allows for easy access to the AA batteries. We did not achieve the goal of making the
device rechargeable, mainly because adding a rechargeable battery to the design would increase
the cost of the device too much, making it less marketable. To compensate for this, the current
design uses 8 AA batteries. The battery pack housing allows users to easily replace batteries
when necessary. Lastly, the inlet section fragility was addressed by changing the design from a
protruding to flat inlet. This flat inlet design incorporates a thick plastic mesh which not only
improves the strength of the inlet section, but also filters out any large particles from entering the
device.
If we could go back and change our approach to the project, there are a couple things we
would do differently. Firstly, we would have tried to get in contact with the diaphragm pump
manufacturer earlier in the manufacturing and procurement process so that there would be
enough time for the diaphragm pumps to be shipped. The main change we would make to our
approach is to start the manufacturing process earlier. This is because the manufacturing process
gave us insight into issues with the design that would be difficult to address before any
manufacturing was done. For instance, if we started manufacturing the device after the
preliminary design review, we would have realized that our design did not allow for enough
housing volume to fit all of the necessary components. We had to make the handle thinner and
the slightly increase the volume of the pump housing area because when we tried installing the
pump it wouldn’t fit. This was because the handle of the device was too thick and was restricting
the pump from being placed into the housing. Additionally, if we started manufacturing earlier in
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the third quarter of the project, we would have had more time to fix any issues we discovered
and come up with multiple iterations of the design.

9.1 Next Steps
Upon the completion of the manufacturing and testing of our final design we are satisfied
that the Coil Quick device meets the design verification requirements and achieves our goals for
the project. However, we still believe that there is room for further improvement of device. Some
of these suggestions were already mentioned in the design verification section but we have
reiterated them here.
The first suggestion we have is to use the 15 liter per minute flow rate diaphragm pump
for the marketable version of the device. The 6 liter per minute diaphragm pump was used in our
manufactured device for functionality and verification purposes, but the intended diaphragm
pump for the marketable version of the device is the 15 liter per minute diaphragm pump. These
two diaphragm pumps are almost identical in size and appearance, allowing for the 15 liter per
minute pump to fit seamlessly into our current design. As noted in our design verification tests,
the 15 liter per minute pump will significantly reduce the compression time of the device,
ultimately improving its functionality. The 15 liter per minute diaphragm pump is made by the
same manufacturer, Shenzhen Yanhua Faith Technology Co. LTD. The model number of the 15
liter per minute diaphragm pump is DX512-2903-3700, and the information from the product
page is located in Appendix H (Part #205). The next suggestion we have for the Coil Quick
device is to improve the comfort of the device handle by adding a foam pad that sits on the
bottom and sides of the current handle. Since the handle had to be made thinner to allow the
diaphragm pump to be inserted into the device housing, the foam pad should be attached to the
handle after the diaphragm pump and electrical connections are already inside of the device
housing. By adding this to the device handle, the ergonomics and appearance of the device are
improved. Another suggestion that we mentioned was to add a deeper bore to the holes where the
screws attaching the battery pack housing cover sit. As things currently are, the screws do not sit
completely flush with the bottom of the device housing, decreasing the stability of the device. If
a deeper bore with a diameter equal to the screw head diameter was added, these screws would
be flush with the bottom of the device, and the device would sit completely flat, increasing its
overall stability.
Based on our research, we believe that adding a rechargeable battery would increase the
manufacturing cost too much and make it harder to market the Coil Quick device. To keep the
manufacturing cost down the Coil Quick device should be marketed and sold with batteries sold
separately. The batteries that were used in our final design of the device were AA alkaline
batteries. However, as an alternative method of making the device rechargeable, it could be
suggested that the owner of the Coil Quick device buy rechargeable AA batteries. Since the
device would be sold without batteries included, it would be left to the owner of the device to
decide whether they want to use normal AA batteries or rechargeable AA batteries. The current
final design of the device does not create a perfect hermetic seal with the RV sewer hose because
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of the porous 3D printed ABS plastic. We recommend that if the Coil Quick device is to be
manufactured on a larger scale to use injection molding for the device housing. Using this
manufacturing technique, the device housing should create a hermetic seal with the RV sewer
hose. If 3D printing is preferred for the manufacturing of the device housing, a sealant should be
applied to the front of the device, where the sewer hose is attached. This will seal any pores in
the 3D printed ABS plastic and create the desired hermetic seal. In addition to this, a hose clamp
is recommended for the inlet connection in the device housing. The hose clamp will secure the
clear plastic tube from falling off of this connection and will ensure that no air can leak and
reduce the performance of the device. We also recommend that electrical connectors be used for
the wiring in the device. The current final design uses electrical tape, but to further ensure the
security of the connections, electrical connectors are suggested.
Other minor changes that are recommended include removing the wall inside of the
diaphragm pump housing, where the wiring from the battery pack is fed through. This is to allow
for more space for the diaphragm pump to sit. Adding two additional screws to the diaphragm
pump housing cover to ensure a secure covering of the electrical components. And lastly,
increasing the depth of the on/off switch housing so it can sit flush with the rest of the handle. In
conclusion, we want to thank Mr. Boutros, the project sponsor for giving us the opportunity to
work on this design project and we wish you well with the development of the Coil Quick
device.
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APPENDIX A: QFD HOUSE OF QUALITY
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APPENDIX B: IDEA LISTS
Function

Idea/Solution
Diaphragm Pump
Centrifugal Pump
Scroll Pump
Rotary Vane Pump
Liquid Ring Pump
Alkaline Battery
Lithium Battery
Lithium-Ion Battery
Wall Adapter
HEPA Filter
Wire Mesh Filter
ABS Plastic Filter
Washable Filer
Acetal
ABS
Polyamide (PA)
Polylactic Acid (PLA)
Polycarbonate (PC)
Polyether Ether Ketone (PEEK)
Polyethylene (PE)
Polypropylene (PP)
Polyvinyl Chloride (PVC)
Protruding
Protruding with Cover
Flat
Cone
Sits Upright
Sits on its Side
Handle
Circular

Pump

Power

Filter

Housing Material

Inlet Geometry

Housing Geometry
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APPENDIX C: PUGH MATRICES

Pump
Operation Time
Low Maintenance
Quiet
Total

Battery
Affordable
Volume
Lightweight
Total

Diaphragm

Centrifugal

Scroll

0

S
-2

S
-2

Alkaline

Lithium

Lithium Ion

S
S
-1

-+
+
0

Sits on Side
S
+
+
+
+3

Handle
S
+
S
0

Flat
+
+
+
+3

Protruding w/ Cover
+
+
+1

PLA
+
S
0

Polypropylene
+
S
0

DATUM

DATUM
0

Housing Geometry
Volume
Easy to Use
Ergonomic
Durable
Total

Sits Upright

Inlet Geometry
Low Maintenance
Washable
Durable
Total

Protruding

Housing Material
Durable
Affordable
Lightweight
Total

ABS

DATUM
0

DATUM
0

DATUM
0
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APPENDIX D: WEIGHTED DECISION MATRIX
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APPENDIX E: PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS
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APPENDIX F: DESIGN HAZARD CHECKLIST

Coil Quick (RV Sewer Hose)

Fabijanic
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APPENDIX G: INDENTED BILL OF MATERIALS
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APPENDIX H: DRAWING PACKAGE

100 - Coil Quick Assembly
101 - Coil Quick Assembly (Exploded)
200 - Main Housing
201 - On/Off Switch
202 - Battery Pack
203 - Electrical Wiring
204 - Connection Terminals
205 - Diaphragm Pump
206 - Clear Plastic Tubing
207 - ABS Plastic Filament
300 - Battery Pack Cover
301 - 1/8 inch Screws
400 - Diaphragm Pump Cover
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PART NUMBER: 201
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PART NUMBER: 202
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PART NUMBER: 203
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PART NUMBER: 204
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PART NUMBER: 205
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PART NUMBER: 206
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PART NUMBER: 207
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PART NUMBER: 301
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APPENDIX I: PROJECT BUDGET
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APPENDIX J: DESIGN VERIFICATION PLAN
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APPENDIX K: RISK ASSESSMENT
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APPENDIX L: OPERATOR’S MANUAL

Coil Quick Device User Manual
Instructions for proper use of the Coil Quick Device
1. Before operating the device, ensure that 8 AA batteries are inserted into the battery pack
1.1. To access the battery pack, start by unscrewing the two Phillips head screws pictured
below

1.2. After unscrewing the screws, remove the battery pack cover and insert 8 AA batteries
as pictured below

1.3. After 8 AA batteries have been inserted into the battery pack, replace the battery pack
cover and secure it with the two Phillips head screws
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2. Before turning on the device attach your RV sewer hose to the front of the Coil Quick device
as picture below

3. After that, simply turn on the device by flipping the on/off switch located on top of the handle

4. Wait until the RV sewer hose has been fully compressed, turn off the device by flipping the
on/off switch, then detach the RV sewer hose from the Coil Quick device and store as
desired
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Safety Hazards
•

•
•

The Coil Quick device is powered by a 12-volt battery pack, to avoid risk of electrocution,
avoid touching any exposed wires and keep the device away from liquids if possible. If
the device gets wet, turn it off before drying.
The housing cover visible from the top of the device contains all electrical components of
the device. To avoid risk of electrocution, only remove this cover if necessary.
The Coil Quick device is meant to be used in conjuncture with an RV sewer hose. To
avoid bacterial infections, make sure to wash your hands thoroughly after use.
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APPENDIX M: TEST PROCEDURES
Test Title: Compression Time
Test Goals: Measure time it takes for the device to fully compress an RV sewer hose
Test Safety: N/A
Test Equipment Required: Stopwatch, Coil Quick device, RV sewer hose
Test Procedure:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Attach the RV sewer hose to the Coil Quick device in its fully extended form
Turn on the device while simultaneously starting the stopwatch
Wait until RV sewer hose reaches its fully compressed state, then stop the stopwatch
Record the time from the stopwatch

Test Title: Handle Ergonomics
Test Goals: Evaluate the comfortability, effectiveness, and appearance of the device handle
Test Safety: N/A
Test Equipment Required: Coil Quick device
Test Procedure:
1. Ask potential consumers of the Coil Quick device to evaluate the comfort, effectiveness, and
appearance of the device handle by giving a score for each category out of 10
2. Record the average the survey results

Test Title: Stability
Test Goals: Ensure the device does not tip over while in use
Test Safety: N/A
Test Equipment Required: Coil Quick device
Test Procedure:
1. Observe if any tipping of instability occurs during the operation of the device
2. Observe if the device resists being pushed over
3. Record the observations

Test Title: Sound Level
Test Goals: Measure the decibel level that the device produces while in use
Test Safety: N/A
Test Equipment Required: Coil Quick device, Sound level meter
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Test Procedure:
1. Turn on the device and measure the decibel level with sound meter from a distance of 0.5 feet
2. Record sound level data

Test Title: Battery Life
Test Goals: Measure the rate of voltage drop in the batteries
Test Safety: Avoid touching any exposed wires while the device is on, wear insulated gloves
Test Equipment Required: Coil Quick device, Voltmeter, Stopwatch
Test Procedure:
1. Attach voltmeter to positive and negative terminals going into the diaphragm pump
2. Record initial voltage and final voltage after the device has been running for 10 minutes
3. Record initial and final voltages

Test Title: Hermetic Seal
Test Goals: Ensure no fluid escapes the connection between sewer hose and the device
Test Safety: N/A
Test Equipment Required: Coil Quick device
Test Procedure:
1. Observe any air can travel through device connection
2. Observe if any reduction in compression effectiveness occurs
3. Record observations

Test Title: Electrical System
Test Goals: Ensure all electrical components are working properly
Test Safety: Avoid touching any exposed wires while the device is on, wear insulated gloves
Test Equipment Required: Coil Quick device, Voltmeter
Test Procedure:
1. Attach voltmeter to positive and negative terminals of the battery pack
2. Record voltage reading
3. Observe device and record any inconsistencies or issues with electrical system
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APPENDIX N: GANTT CHART
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